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1. Introduction 
Let W be the real numbers and Jet T = BP [X, Y, Z]/<X’ + Y2 + 2’ - 1). Let P be 
the projective module over T which is the kernel of the map cy : T3+ T of free 
T-modules, where a! s given by left multiplication by the matrix (x, y, z). Here, and 
throughout this paper, small x, y and z denote the ima esofX, YandZinT. 
Recall that T is the coordinate ring of the (real) 2-sphere and that under the 
canonical ring map of T to the ring of real-valued continuous functions on the 
2-sphere, P tensors up to the module of global sections of the tangent bundle to this 
sphere. 
The main result of this paper is the following theorem (see Theorem 5.2). 
Theorem. Assume h : P -+ I is an onto homomorphism of T-moduk’es, where I C T is 
an ideal of T such that T/I has finite length. Assume further that ev&Pry F+aaximal ideal 
of T which contains 1 has real residue field. 
Xhen the length of T/I is even. 
The idea of the proof is to recognize ach “local length” of T/I a~ 1 ?re dimension 
over BP of the local ring of a certain C” map germ of gP2 to itself, and ?,.ien to apply a 
recent result of Eisenbud and Levine [2] which relates Grit, &f <-ension to the 
topological degree of a map germ, 
Before proving this theorem, we give two characterizations of the ideals that 9 
can map onto [2.1 and 2.21. We use one of these in the proof of :he main theorem. 
Throughout his paper, the symbols T, P and (Y will bc, used exclusively as 
above. As usual, if n is a positive integer and pi is a ring, I;E n wi enote the free 
R-module of rank n consisting c:)f all n-tuples of elements of 
si E R n is that tupla having a 1 in the ith placer: and 0 elsewhere. 
omo~GGsm. A IKI 
an appropriate matrix. 
ings are commutative a odules aie unitary. Jf 
is a matrix eve;; R, detR 
29 
30 
maximal-sized 
understood or 
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minors of W. We omit the sNubscripted R if the ring is either 
explicitly specified. 
2. Images of elements of P* 
In this section we charac$erize those ideals of T which are the images of a 
T-module map from P as the ideal of 2’ generated by the 2 X 2 minors of certain 
2 x 3 matrices over T. 
Proposition 2.L Let A: P --) I be an onto map of T-modules, where I C: T is an 
idea!. 
(I) If y : T3 --, T is ar:y map whose restriction toP is A, then I is generatetd bythe 
2 X 2 minors of the 2 X 3 matrix 
C;* : ;I* 
where 7i = y (E‘). 
(2) ff y and y ‘ b. 0th restrict to h on P, then the minors of 
(;* :, :) and C: :: J 
are identical, where yi = T(E*) and y 5 = y Qi). 
(3) There exists a map y : T3* T whose restriction to P is A. 
Proof. First we prove (I). Since the ideal (x, y, z) is all of T, the Koszul c;omplex 
O+ ANTE+ A’T’~ T3A T -0 is exact [4, Proposition 4, p. 731. Therefore, the 
image of arl is P. Therefore A 0 a1 maps onto I. But .A 0 QI~ =y 0 CU~ asy restricted to 
P is A. So I is generated by the images of e1 A e2, cl A e3 and ea A c3 in A 21’3 under 
y ocyI. But, up to sign, these images are precisely the 2 X 2 minors of 
4< X
( 
Y 2 
. 
Yl Y2 Ys > 
To prove (2), note O-+ P -& T’s T + 0 is split exact, where i : P + T3 is the 
inclusion. Therefore, O+ T*s ( T3)* z P*+O is also spiit exact. By assumption 
i*(y - 7‘) = 0, so 7 - y’ is the image under a * of some element of T*. This means 
that there exists an elemenit t E T such that (y :, y$, ~5) = (y,, y2, y3) + t(x, y, z). 
From this it easily follows that the two matrices referred to in the statement of (2) 
have identical minors. 
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Statement (3) is immediate from the fact that P@ T = #T3, q.e.d. 
It is easy to check that this proposition remains valid if T is replaced with any 
ring, R, and P with\ any R-module which is the kernel of an epimorphism W 3+ R. 
Corollary 2.2. Ij: (sl, s2, So) E P, then there exists a homomorphism of P onto the 
ideal of Tgenerated by the elements sl, s2 and s3* Conversely, every ideal of T that P 
maps onto is the ideal generated by the coordinates of some element of P. 
Proof. If s = (sl, s2, s3) E P, define A : P --) T by h(v) = v l s. Let 1 C T be the ideal 
generated by the coordinates of s. Clearly, image n C I. To see the other inclusion, 
let vi = (1 - cular)(cJ, i = 1,2,3. Then a(~~) = 0, so vi E P; and it is easy to check 
that si = 11~ l s. Therefore, each si is an element of the image of A. Hence, image 
A 3 I. 
Now say A: P --) I is onto with I C T an ideal. By Proposition 2.1, 
for some yt, 72,~~ E T. 
Since 
the expansion along the top row shows that the 3-tuple of (appropriately signed and 
,ordered) 2x 2 minors of 
is an element of P: q.e.d. 
It is easy to check that the above corollary remains valid if Tm is replaced with any 
ring, R, and P with any R-module which is the kernel of an epimorphism 
a! : R 3+ R satisfying ara!’ = 1, where (Y’ denotes the transpose of ac. 
While it is known that the T-module P is not free [S], it is the author’s 
understanding that no purely algebraic proof has been given of this fact. The 
(algtbraic) existence of sn ideal I C T requiring three generators which is also the 
image of a homomorphism from P would provide such a proof. With this in mind 
we prove 
osi . Let A : P + I be onto, with oose y : T3 + T whose 
restriction to P is A. If y is onto and ker y is fre 9, then I two generators. 
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Proof. By Proposition 2.1(l), 
I=det (;, : I 
where yi = J&). But then 
So by the remark following Proposition 2.1, ker y maps onto I. Since ker y is free, it 
has two generators; theref- Bre, so does 1. q.e.d. 
3. The vector field associ&d to an element of P* 
Let S* denote the (real] 2-sphere. With each element A of P* we now associate a 
vector field V(A) 011 S*. kecall, a vector field on S* is a continuous map V: S2+ BP’ 
such that for all 4 E S2, 9 l V(q) = 0. 
Definition 3.1. Assume A : P + I is an onto map of T-modules with I an ideal of 
T, and choose y : T3+ T whose restriction to P is A. Choose F, G, H E #@[X9 Y, Z] 
whose images in T are the entries of the matrix corresponding to y. Then define 
V(A): S*+ w3 by q H q x (F(q), G(q), H(q)). 
Proposition 3.2. V(A) is a vector field on S *. The definition of V(A) does not 
depend on the choices made above. 
Proof, That V(A) is a vector field on S* is clear. Proposition 2.1(2) shows that 
V(A) does not depend upon the choice of y. Since two polynomials in W[X, Y, Z] 
which have the same image in T induce the same function on S2, V(A) does not 
depend upon which F, G, H are chosen as liftings of the entries of the matrix 
corresponding to y. 
ropositlon 3.3. Say A: P + I is an onto map where I C T is an ideal. Let 
q = (a, b, c) be a point on S* and let m = (x - ce, y - b, z - c) be the corresponding 
maximal ideal in T. 
. 
Then m 3 I e V(A) has a zero at (a, b, c). 
Proof. Choose a map y : T3- T whose restriction to P is A. Choose F, G, H E 
R[X, Y, Z] whose images in T are the coordinates yl, y2, y3 of y. Then 
Y 2 
31 3 det 
Y* Y3 
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by Prop. 2.1( 1). This is equivalent to the ideal (X - Al, Y - b, 2 - c) containing 
in W[X, Y, 21, i.e., that 
a b C 
det = 0. 
F(q) G(q) H(q) 
But this is precisely the statement hat V(A)(q) = 0. 
4. The map germ associated to a vector field 
If V: S2+ R3 is a vector field with a zero at the point q = (a, b, c), we will define 
a map germ p (V, q): (R’, O)+ (R2, 0). The idea is to project the vector field onto the 
plane qL={rER3iq v = 0). This map germ is defined as follows: 
Choose a real 3 x 3 orthogonal matrix A whose rows Al, A2 and A3 satisfy the 
following conditions: A3 = (a, b, c) and A1 x A2 = A3. (Note that. there is no 
continuous way of doing this; otherwise the map (a, b, c)-, (a, b, c) x A1 would be a 
never-zero vector field on S’.) Let L be the linear transformation L : R’+ R3 
induced by left multiplication by A. Thus L (Ai) = Ei, for i = 1,2,3. Let U = 
{(r,s)EW2(y2+s2~l}. If (r,s)E U, let w(r,s)= rA,+sA,+(I-r2-s2)‘“A3. 
Note that w(r, s) E S2 as w(r, s) l w (r, s) is clearly 1. 
Definition 4.1. With the notation introduced above, let p (V, q) be defined to be 
the germ at (0,O) of the map which assigns to each point (r, s) in U the tuple in R* 
whose components are the first two components of the vector L (V(w(r, s))). 
Note that P (V, q) ((ho)) = (0, O), so that p(V, q) is indeed a map germ 
(R2,0)* (R2,0). This map germ depends on the choice of the 3 x 3 orthogonal 
matrix A, but only up to isomorphism. 
Recall that one can associate with a smooth (analytic) map germ 
p : (R2, O)+ (W”, 0) a local ring Q(p) as follows: If the coordinate functions of p are 
denoted by ~1 and )1c2, let Q(p) = C~(R2)/(~I,~2), where Cz(R2) is the ring of 
germs at (0,O) of smooth functions W2+ W taking (0,O) to 0. 
NOW say A : P -+ I is onto with I an ideal of 7’. Let q = (a, b, c) be a point on S* 
and let m = (x - a, y - b, z - c) be the corresponding maximal ideal of T. Assume 
5) 1. Then q is a zero of V(h), so that the map germ p (V(h), q) is defined. We 
denote this map germ more simply by p (A, q) and its corresponding local ring by 
here is a second local ring that we can associate with A: P ---) I and a 
maximal ideal m = (.x - a, y - b, z - c) containiniv I; namely, T,JIT,,,. It is the 
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object of this section to show that, under suitable hypothesis on m, the rings TWIT,,, 
and Q(A, q) are isomorphic as R-algebras. 
We begin with a lemma which allows reduction to the case when q = (0, 0,l). 
Llemma 4,2. Let A: P --) I be an epimorphism of T-modules, where I is an ideal of 
Z Let q=(a,b,c) be a point on S* and let m=(x-a,y-b,z-c) be the 
corresponding maximal ideal of T. Assume, further, that m 3 I. 
Then there exists an R-algebra automorphism a: T --) T and an epimorphism 
A, : P+ J with J an ideai of i7” such that 
(I) a(l) = J, 
(2) u(m) = (x, y, z - 1) = II, 
(3) T,JIT,,, and TJJT, are .‘sollnoyhic as R-algebras, 
(4) Q(A, q) and Q (A,, (0,O . 1)) ure isomo@ic as W-algebras. 
Proof, First note that (I) and (2) imply (3). Also, in proving (4), we will in fact show 
that the map germs p (A, q) and ~1 (A,, (O,O, I)) are isomorphic. 
as in Definition 4.1, choose a real 3 X 3 orthogonal matrix A whose rows Al, A2 
and A3 satisfy A1 X A2 = A3 and A3 = (a, b, c). As before let L be the BP-linear 
transformation L : R3+ R3 induced by b-Q ; so that L (AJ = Ei, i = 1,2,3. Let ol be 
the R-automorphism of lip[X, Y,X] induced by L”. That is 
($:/)=A-‘(:). 
Since A is an orthogonal matrix, al indluces an automorphism a of T. Let J = a(I). 
Kt is not hard to check that a(m) = (x, y, x - 1) = n. 
The proof of this reduction lemma will be complete if we find an epimorphism 
Al: .P+J such that Q(A,q)-- Q(A,,(O,O,l)). 
To this end, choose y: T3+ T whose restriction to P is A. By Proposition 2.1 
I=det(il I2 ;J 
where 7(&i) = yi. Therefore 
4x1 U(Y) 47 2 ( 1 
9 = det . 
U(Yl) dY*) dY3) 
Since (+ is a ring map, the homomorphism u(a): T3+ T whose matrix is 
(CT(X), B(Y), a(z)) satisfies a@) l c 1. Therefore, a@) is onto. Let V(P) be 
the kernel of the remark following it, the 
rest&&ion to a of the map from T3+ e matrix is (a(yt), a(?(%), 
maps u(P) onto J. Call this restriction. u(A). 
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Now we will find an isomorphism P-+ a(P) so that the composition 
Al: P+o(P)+.l has the property that Q(A,q)= Q(h,,(O,O,l)). 
Consider the diagram 
I II L-’ 
O--,a(P)+ T3= T-0, 
where by L” C T3 --) T” we mean the map induced by left multiplication by the 
matrix whose entries are the images in T of the matrix A -l. One can check that this 
diagram commutes. Since L” is an isomorphism, it induces an isomorphism 
P + o(P) whose composition with a(A): a(P)+ J we will call A1. Therefore, A1 
maps P onto J. 
In order to compute Q(A, 4) and Q(Al, (O,O, 1)) we must first compute the map 
germs associated to A and A,. 
If (r3 s) E U = {(r, s) E llU* 1r* + s* < l}, let t = (1 - t*- s*)“* and set w = 
rA1 + sA2 + tA3, Now choose F, G, H E W[X, Y, Z] whose images in T are yl, y2 
and y3. Then, according to Definition 4.1, p (A, q)(r, s) = the first two components 
of L(L”(r,s, t)-x (F(W), G(w), H(w))). But since A1 x A2 = A3, L distributes over 
cross products. Hence p(A, q)(r, s) = first two components of the vector 
0; s, 0x L(F(w), G(w), M@). 
We now compute p (A 1, (O,O, 1)). To do this we must find a map whose restriction 
to P is AI. Such a map is clearly (o(yl), u(y2), 0(y3))oL? So, according to 
Definition 4.1, ~(h,, (0, I), 1)) = the first two components of the vector 
(I; s, 0 x ((~(Fh dG), 4H))oL -‘I 1 x = r 
y=s 
2-t 
where, as before, t = (1-1 r* - s*)“* and F, G, H are in R[X, Y, Z] and have images 
in T respectively yl, yz! and y3. Two remarks now finish this lemma. First, if 
K E W[X, Y, 21, then 
a 1.-r= lqt-‘(r, s, t)) = K(w), 
y=S 
2=t 
where w = rA1 + sA2 + f_43. Second, a matrix of the form (D, E, F)oL-’ has 
components L (D, E, F). q.e.d. 
This completes the prolof of the reduction lemma. Before we do the general case, 
we set up some notation. If 
a b c 
= 
d e f 
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is a 2 x 3 matrix over some ring R, we define Di (M), i = 1,2,3 by the equation 
~u,~,c)x(~~,~)=(~,(M),D~~M),D~(M)). 
Also, let R 4 X, Y * denote the convergent power series ring in two variables 
over R, Let p(X, Y) E R 4 X, Y S lbe that convergent power series which satisfies 
p(O,O)= 1 and p2= 1 - X2 - Y2. Noti for the general case. 
Theorem 4.3. Let A : P + I be an @morphism of T-modules, where I is an ideal of 
T. Let q=(a,b,c) be a point ~3~1 S2 and let m=(x-a,y-b,z-c) be the 
corresponding maximal s’deal T. Assume further that m > I. 
Then there exists an U?I-alg~vbra monomorphism T,,,/IT,,,-, Q(A, q) which is an 
isomorphiim if TJIT, is a TB ,-module of finite length. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.2, we rr a$ assume q = (O,O, l), so that m = (x, y, z - 1). Let 
y : T3-+ T be a map whose rc_striction to P is h and choose F, G, H E W[X, Y, Z] 
whose images in T are the coordinates of y. Let t S 
M(r, s) = 
F(r, s, t) G(r, s, t) 
where r, s E BP satisfy r2 + s2 < 3 and t = (1 - r2 - s2)ln. Then, according to Defini- 
tion 4.1, 
cc Q, 4)0, sl= (DW(c s)), D2(M(r, s)). 
Therefore, Q(h, q) = tR 4 X, Y * f(D1 (M), D2(M)) where 
X Y P 
M= 
> l FK Y,P) GK K P) H(X, Y9P) 
Now the map W[X, Y,Z]-*WeX, Y* defined by X-*X, Y+ Y and Z+p 
has kernel (X2 + Y2 + Z2 - 1). This map induces a map @I : W[X, Y,Z&-* 
<< X, Y * whose kernel is also generated by. X2 + Y2+ Z2- 1. Let N be the 
matrix over the local ring R[X, Y, 21, given by 
x Y z 
N= 
F G 
so that (det AN)mod(X2 +Y2 + Z2 - 1) = I. Then $I induces a monomorphism + of 
-algebras @ : T,,,/ IT, --) e X, Y */##et N). But since 2 is a unit in 
[X, Y, Z],, det N is generated by Dl(N) and D,(N). Therefore eI(det N) = 
have a monomorphism of -algebras 
-module ,f finite lengt hen some power of 
Consequently, some power of ( ) is contained in 
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(D1(M), D&U)). Therefore, X and Y generate Q(A, 4) as an algebra over W. Since 
X and Y are in the image of #, + is onto and thus is an isomorphism. q.e.d. 
5. The main theorem 
We begin by quoting a recent theorem of Eisenbud and Levine [2, Theorem 1.11. 
To do this, we recall the following: If p : R” --) W” is a continuous map such that 0 is 
an isolated zero of p, the degree of p is the topological degree of the mapping 
(P/lP I): S! --) S”” where S, is a sphere of radius e chosen so small so that the only 
zero of p on S, or its interior is the point 0 E 119”. We deaote this degree by deg cc. 
Theorem 5.1 [Eisenbud-Levine]. Let p : (W”, O)+ (R”, ) be an analytic map germ 
such that the local ring Q(p) is a finite dimensional vector sp*ce over BB. Let J be an 
ideal of Q(p) which ismaximal with respect o the property that J2 = 0. 
Then Idegp I= dim&(p)-2dimJ. 
We now can prove the main theorem. 
Theorem 5.2. Assume A : P ---) I is an onto homomorphism of T-modules, where 
I C T is an ideal of T (such that T/I has finite length. Assume further that every 
maximal i&al of T which contains I has real residue field. 
Then the length of T/I is even. 
Proof. If M is a module over a ring R, let l(M) denote its length. 
Now, 
l(W)= 2 l(TJXT,,,) by [1, p. 1501. 
UIDX 
Since m 1 I implies m is associated to I and since aB = T/m, d(T,,,/lTm) = 
dim *( TJIT,). If m = (x - a, y - b, z - c) is a maximal ideal above I, let qrn = 
(a, b, c) be the corresponding point on S2. So, 
l(T/I) = c dim.(TJIT,) 
m>l 
= x dim ,&(A, qm) by Theorem 4.3 
m3I 
by Theorem 5.1, where denotes an ideal of 
of having square 0. Ret now that if V is a ve 
On 
Therefore, by Proposition 2.3, 
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where the last sum is over all q E S* such that V(A)(q) = 0. But by [3, p. 351, this 
sum is even, since the Euler characteristic of S* is 2. q.e.d. 
The proof of Theorem 5.2 contains the following slightly stronger result: Assume 
A : P --+ I is onto and assume that there are only finitely many maximal ideals above 
I having real residue field, i.e., assume V(A) has isolated zeros. Assume further 
that when localized at each of these maximal ideals, T/I has finite length. Then 
c l(TJIT,,,) is even, where ahis last sum is taken over all maximal ideals m z) I such 
that T/w= SU. We mentioj_j that V(A) can have isolated (real) zeros without each 
corresponding maximal ide; 11 being an associated prime of T/I. For example, let 
x 
I = det 
1-Z 
Y 2 1 , x*+y* 0 
Then it is straightforward tocheck that the only maximal ideals above I uri:i. real 
residue field are (X - G/Z, y - d/2, z), (x + e/2, y + I&/2, z) and (x, v, z - 1). 
(There are infinitely many maximal ideals above I with complex residue field; 
namely those maximal ideals (other than (x, y, z - 1)) which contain the ideal 
(x’+y2,z- I).) However, .(x, y, z - 1) is not an associated prime of T/I as 
I = (2 - I) locally at (x, y, 2 - 1). 
Corollar~~ 5.3. If A : P -3 I is onto and I is primary for a single maximal ideal of I”, 
then 1 (?“,!I) a 4. 
Proof. Say I is primary for the maximal ideal m. Then m must have real residue 
field, otherwise V(A) would have no zeros on S*. By Theorem 5.1 and the proof of 
Theorem 5.2, 1( T/I) = 2 + 2 dim J where J is an ideal of Q (A, q,,J maximal with 
respect to the property of having square 0. But Q(A, qm) = TJIT, = T/I. The ring 
T/I has Kruil dimension 0 and is not a field (as [(T/I) = 2 + 2 dimJ 3 2). 
Consequently, there are ideals J# 0 in Q(A, q,,,) with J* = 0. q.e.d. 
We conclude this paper with two examples. The first example will show the 
necessity in Theorem 5.2 of the restriction on the residue field put on the maximal 
ideals above the ideal I. The second example will show that equality can occur in 
the inequality I( T/I) 3 4 of Corollary 5.3. 
For the first example, let 
e 
and 
x 
I = det 
1 -- 2 
will show that there are precisely four 
that these maximal ideals satisfy 
Y 2 1 . x 0 
maximal ideals and above I
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0 a 
@I 
0 C 
(d) 
%, I( T,,,, /IT,, ) = 4, 
TImi = R for i = 0, 1,2, 
I( Z/IT,) = 1, 
T/n = C, the complex numbers. 
Now,bydefinition,I=(x*-y(l-z),xz,(l-z)z).Ifz =l,thenx =O,soy =O. 
Hence the maximal ideal mo = (x, y, z - 1) is above I. If z = 0, then x2 = y. Since 
x*+y*= 1, y*+y--l=O. Let w =(-1+@/2 and let p =(-l-ds)/2. Then 
the only other maximal ideals above I are ml = (x - w *I*, y - w, z), m2 = 
( + x w”*,y’-w,z) and n=(x*-u,y- u, z). It is clear that these ideals have 
residue fields as in (b) and (d). It is easy to check that IT, = (x, y*)T,. Since 
mo Tmo = (x, y)T,, Z(T,,,,,/IT,) = 2. It is straightforward to check that at each of the 
remaining maximal ideals, I localizes to (x2 - y, z). Since mi T,, = (y - w, z)T,, for 
i=l,&andsince(y-u)(y-w)=y*+y-13 -(x”-y)mod(z),wehavethat I 
and mi localize to the same thing at mi, for i = 1,2. Therefore xf=, I( T&T,,,,) = 4. 
A similar argument shows that IT, = nT,,. Hence l(T,JIT,))= 1. Hence I(T/I)= 5. 
Note that in this example, as m runs through maximal ideals above I with real 
residue field, x I( TJIT,,,) = 4, which is even. This is to be expected, as the 
comments after the proof of Theorem 5.2 show. 
For the second example, let 
I = det 
( 
n Y 2 
1-Z 0 1 x l 
Therefore I = (y(l- z), x2- ~(1 - z), xy). We claim that I is primary for the 
maximal ideal m e (x, y, z - 1) and that I(T/I) = 4. We first show that 
m3 C Is(l, x2) = m*. Some of these inclusions are not immediate, so we will provide 
some details. 
SincexyEIandsincey(y(l-t))+(l-r)(x*-r(l-r))=(z-l)*EI,theonly 
elements of m3 which are possibly not in I are x 3, y 3 and x (1 - z ). However, we 
have the following equalities in T: 
x3= x(1 + 2)(x2- z(1 -z))+ (yz)(xy) 
Y3=(I+z)(Y(l-z))-x(xY) 
x(1-2)=x(x2-z(l-r))+,y(xy). 
Therefore m3 C I. 
Any problem in showing I C * disappears upon observing that 1 - z E 
l-z = 1/2[(1-z)*-(x2+y2+r - I)+ x2+ y’]. Certainly (I, x2) Cm*. The 
inclusion follows immediately from the fact that x2 - y * E I, since x * - y * = 
-y(y(1-Z))+(1+Z)[x2-Z(s-i)]. 
Thus we have shown cK(I,x*)= 2. Since T, is a regular local ring of 
dimension 2, I( ‘) = 3. So we will have that E( ) = 4 provided we can show 
that m*/I is a non-zero simple T-module. We give tw 1 arguments that it is not zero. 
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If m2/1 = 0, then m2 = I. But I(Tf”rm2) is odd and I(T/I) is even by Theorem 5.3, A 
second argument (suggested by William Heinz@ is that I locally at m has two 
generators (being the image of a rank two projective) while m2 locally at m requires 
three generatilrs (being the square of the maximal ideal of a regular local ring of 
dimension 2). 
Hence m2/1# 0. But m’/l is a T/m-module as m l m’ = m” CI and it is certainly 
cyclic. as m’/I = (I, x2)/I = (x2)/(1 n (x2)). Hence it is a simple T-module. Thus 
Z(TI”I) = 4, and the 
It would be nice 
suspect not, and an 
non-freeness of P.’ 
inequality in Car. 5.3 can’t be strict. 
to know if bhe ideal above has two (global) generators. 
algebraic proof of this would yield an algebraic proof of 
We 
the 
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as recently shown that the’ ideal in this last example does indeed require three 
is proof is not algebraic in that it uses the fact that P is not free. 
